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About This Game

As it is with every city, crime is unavoidable in Oaksville, but the situation has gotten worse over the recent years. It was bad enough
that most of the wealthy residents have left, fleeing for greener and safer pastures. Without the income or taxes from those people,

the city cannot afford to maintain the size of the existing police force. Therefore, with great pain, they downsize the cops to less
than a quarter of their previous number.

Without most of the cops, the crimes have increased and the situation on the streets has gotten more chaotic as various groups
struggle for dominance. At present, whatever your past and reason is, you have decided to fight back with a group of people

dissatisfied with the current situation. How will you fight? Whom will you let into your posse? And what future will you decide to
pursue?

That’s up to you, leader. Welcome to Street Posse Showdown.

Highly Tactical Battles.

Mission-Based Gameplay.

Full Party Creation At Start.

Character Job System.
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No Permadeath. However, Injuries Are In.

Replaceable and Relearnable Techniques.

Faction Knowledge Is Crucial To Success.

Single Player Story-Driven Campaign.

Combat & Dialogue Log Included.

Changeable Clothing.
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Great game. I am fairly biased as I wrote it.. Let me first preface by introducing myself. I'm a Swedish card game enthusiast
with 20+ years of MtG experience and been playing Hearthstone since beta. I also enjoy games such as Netrunner. Obviously, I
also like VR. Especially the Vive.
My take on this game is that it has a lot of potential. The basic system is very similar to Hearthstone. You have a deck of cards,
a new mana crystal each turn and some abilities that are exactly the same as Hearthstone (charge for instance). The twist to the
game as I experience it is in the unique VR features that differentiate ManaStorm from regular card games. Just like
Hearthstone does things with RNG (such as summoning random minions) which just aren't possible with a paper card game,
ManaStorm leverages the unique capabilities of virtual reality to add an extra layer to the game.

Here are a few examples:

* You start each game with a bow and a fire arrow (you can get more arrows through cards). This arrow can be used at any point
in the game to deal one point of damage to an enemy minion, BUT only if you can hit it with your bow. This adds an element of
dexterity and skill to your play.
* One of the cards gives you a beam of searing light to wield for a turn. This beam spreads damage to anything you point it at
for four seconds. There is currently a damage cap, but the idea of allowing the player's skill in handling this spell determine it's
effectiveness is exciting to me.
* You start each game with a shield, which can be triggered once to reduce damage. Currently it's a one-off and blocks every
time you activate it. But adding an element of skill would be possible here as well. Timing your blocks to shield you from
attacks and allowing critical blocks would be great gameplay.

The creator of Manastorm has shown the ability to mix potions on the battlefield as a future feature. This also looks like an
exciting feature if done correctly. The key to all of these features is to put the player under pressure to perform them. The way
Hearthstone works is with a 90-second turn limit. If you're expected to play cards, assign attacks, shoot arrows and mix potions
all in a minute and a half, I can see this being an exciting foundation for good game play.

The game is now in it's early stages (pre-access that feels like early beta). And depending on how big the creators want to make
it, their ambition might exceed their grasp. CCGs are very demanding in terms of content, balancing and gameplay. With a 3D
model and voice lines for each card, that's a lot of work and the game is currently quite rudementary in comparison to other
CCGs. I wish the very best for this game, and hope that they have the courage and tenacity to follow through on what they've set
out to do. You have my $5 and my support. Let's make this happen!

Disclaimer: I am not affiliated with Daggasoft. I have not been given a review code or been incentivized in other ways to write
this review.

tldr; It's like Hearthstone but with fire arrows. The game is fun but the optimization is really horrid. I can't get past a single level
without getting major lag spike to the point where the game freezes. Even if I choose Fast in the start-up menu it still doesn't
change a single thing.. Looks wise the route is excellent. However, the performance on this route is abysmal.

With an i7 6700k, 980 gpu and 32 GB system ram - frame rates are all over the place and sometimes in the teens.

Horrible. Do not recommend.

. well worth a look if your into city builders like city skylines and the SimCity franchise.

good mechanics and expansion options with the DLC and they all add up to a good fun long lasting user experience that has had
me hooked since i got the game. Pretty good puzzle game; puts a nice twist on "Match 3" type games and can get fairly
complex.. VERY stronk campaign! Buy NOW!. Really poor very basic game. Unplayable
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10\/10 would go back to the family farm.. No settings, windowed mode, i did not like the graphics(seemed to me old), could not
get into the mood of the game, pointless walks without some information to guide me somehow.
  It was not a pleasant experience, so i quit trying.
  I do not recommend this game.. Great little game to play. little odd here and there and it gets harder the longer you stay alive so
you got to build up them walls to keep the enimy out.. 10 waves, 1level, about 5 minutes gameplay. What's going on?

Notwithstanding, I liked the radial menu and the ability to place barricades - just give me some content. I would feel cheesed off
if this was a Demo!!. This is probably one of my favorite locomotive addons, and I rather enjoy the TPO operations in the
various career and scenario missions. Typical quality found in Victory Works, including wheel slip and overfilling the boiler. If I
had to gripe, and this would be minor, it would be the lack of any lighting in the cab when operating at night (something you'll
do often in the career). That being said, I can't recommend this enough, and it offers a lot of fancy options, locos, and a really
cool working TPO!

Seriously, get this baby. She's a ball!. Ok, this is epic. This is truly one of the nicest German routes one can have besides
Hamburg-Hanover and Munich-Garmisch Partenkirchen. The Berlin Main station looks very detailed and so does the route to
Lutherstadt Wittenberg via the intermediate underground station before the train emerges from the tunnel. You can run the ICE
1 , ICE 2 , ICE T , Talent 2 , BR423 , Siemens ES64U2 from HRQ in different liveries with the various IC\/EC consists you can
think of or even the DB red Double decker coaches with driving cab end on this route and not feeling awkward at all or else ,
you can let your imagination run wild by running the ICE 3 and still fits on it. There 's even a third-rail equipped S-bahn map
with over 20 stations on a 12km track in this route and the suitable stock for that can be downloaded at no cost as well when you
search for BR481\/BR482. The only bummer is the long awaited QuickDrive update that never seems to arrive here on Steam as
promised but again it can be fixed by downloading an update to this route on Virtual Tracks and the end result , the QuickDrive
is quite decent with AI trains moving around the route on almost every timeslot you choose.. The story makes no sense.
The game is filled with grammatical errors.
The gameplay is to walk for 20-30 minutes while reading text that pops up on your screen, that is if you can handle reading a
terrible so-called story with horrible English.

The game is far from pretty to look at, music is alright but nothing to brag about.

This is yet another game that touches on a controversial\/sensitive subject in hopes of people to buy it because of that.
*Similar to The Housewife.
All this game does is just... say vaguely relevant things to people with self-isolation issues, depression etc...

Just because it touches on a few subjects that are touchy to some doesn't make it a good game.
This is a terrible game.

Just don't buy it.

I spent 24 minutes in the game, rest of my playtime was spent AFKing for card drops.

A few bullet points to end the review.

-Virtually no options menu, which translates to no graphics menu, no volume menu, no keybinding menu etc..
There is just 1 main menu that gives you a slider for the Master volume, a slider of mouse-speed and an FoV slider.

-Do not buy the DLC, whatever the "bonus content" is, I did not find it, it is just another money-grab by the developer.

-The story nags on things like "modern medicine doesn't work, it is just so they can make money."

-I enjoy almost all Walking Simulators, especially those that provoke thought, but this game, as I've explained, doesn't. It just
mentions a few things.
It's like me going onto an asset store, buying a couple assets, make that into a walking simulator and as you walk at the speed
of a mouse to create the illusion that the game is long I periodically make text pop up that say things like;
Depression.
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Suicide.
Endless cycle.
Nightmares.
Money problems.
No one to love.
etc... and expecting that to make it a good game. It is nonsensical.

-The game feels unfinished, no real ending.. Takes the strain out of creating Android Apps, however if uploading to play be
careful of game size as its a real pain to load anything with more than one or two levels.. Arelite Core is a mostly solid JRPG
with several good elements on display. There are some imbalances in quality on hand however. For the visuals the character
battle art and designs are large, colorful, and detailed. There are also a lot of different creatures to encounter which keeps
the battles from becoming too stale and derivative. Graphics in the overworld and dungeons however range from
unremarkable to bland. The most lacking aspect of this game is definitely the area and dungeon layouts; they are very open
and boxy in their design and not very enjoyable to explore. There is an occasional interactive function that will be
encountered but that is not enough to compensate for the weak exploration elements. This drawback does not matter as much
in the towns since they are more compact and without enemy encounters.

The story is straight-forward and fair enough and while the characters feel a little vanilla at first the personality of the
game grows as you get farther along. I liked the bickering between two of the characters in particular and all of the playable
characters were unique and stood out in their own way. Battle system is based around striking, parrying, and blitz
attacks\/enhancements. Mainly the objective is to create uninterrupted combo chains between characters until a final combo
crusher attack can be dealt, usually by Karden. There is a lot of strategic positioning involved regarding parrying to get
characters turn order optimal for a strong combination sequence. Also there are other enhancements and tweaking that can
be done to maximize this effect; you get the hang of it after a few hours or less and it is fun to set up a big and crushing
attack.

Music is mostly pleasing; it is done in the style of SNES chiptune with a lot of bombastic synth and horns up front in the mix.
There are a couple of tracks that I like quite a bit and others range from fair to good; my favorite is one of the softer
dungeon pieces during the second half of the adventure. The game is in the twenty hour range and provides a moderate
challenge in places although the most challenging battle for me came in the first half where my available characters in
battle were temporarily reduced; otherwise I was never in much danger and the challenge was keeping steady and well-
managed during the marathon battles. As Karden is a blacksmith you can also forge your own equipment and add some basic
properties to them as well as name them. The quest did drag a little bit towards the end though and I wouldn't have wanted
ten more hours of similar content; the game also crashed a couple of times near the end and there are some typos present in
the dialog however those are minor issues. You should also save frequently as there is no forewarning when you are about to
fight a boss battle. Overall I would give Arelite Core a modest approval and would consider it to be worthy for somebody who
is really into 16-bit era JRPG's; most appropriate value when it is on sale.
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